For more than 40 years, FMC’s flagship program, Congress to Campus, has provided college students with a unique civic education by engaging them in honest dialogue with bipartisan teams of Former Members of Congress, and more recently, the program has introduced current and former Congressional staff, and members of the Diplomatic community. These dialogues can take place in-person on campus with a team of former Members or in a virtual format via Zoom with former Members and/or other networks of speakers.

All sessions bring today's issues to the forefront while showcasing the benefits of healthy partisanship and civility within disagreement. Congress to Campus speakers have varied career paths so their insights on life in public service can include how to run for political office, how to manage work/life balance on Capitol Hill, the skills needed for a career in international relations, working in constituent services, etc.

Congress to Campus is enthusiastically welcomed on college campuses with 100% of administrators and 97% of students recommending their school host a return visit.

Bring Congress to Campus to Your School:
- Identify a host(s) department, office or student organization.
- Discuss what you hope to achieve with your Congress to Campus session.
- Determine what type of session you prefer: virtual, in-person or hybrid.
- Work out which semester – fall, spring or summer – is best for your campus.
- Determine if there is a budget for the visit or if you need to apply for financial support.
- Get more information and request a session online.

Visit our webpage to learn more about session formats, topics and to request a Congress to Campus session at your school.

Find us at: www.usafmc.org/congress-to-campus

“The Congress to Campus visit was outstanding. The Congressmen provided tremendous insight into the lives and roles of elected officials. It was one of the best academic opportunities I have had as an undergraduate.”

Midshipman
U.S. Naval Academy